
Sponsor meeting minutes #5 

 

Date 30th Aug 2017 

Time 1530 – 1730 

Mode & Venue Physical, Singapore Management University SOE CR B1-01 

Attendees Xin Yi, Ling Wei, Ryan, Wen Li, Timothy  

Agenda - Clear doubts about Databases 
- Authentication 
- How is code review going to be like for us 
- Q&A with technical team 

Meeting 
minutes 

- When asked when must we pass the codes over for it to go live and 
how long will the process take? 

 
Sponsor said that they will get back to us. Not able to give a concrete 
timeline, they have to do their own checks internally beforehand. 
 
- Reasons for citing AWS as a preferred deployment server 

 
Sponsor suggested using AWS Lambda for our apps. We declined as 
most of our applications require a database and some use sessions to 
maintain state in the code.  
 
Alternatively, they suggested using Elastic Beanstalk & RDS 
(MongoDB) which seems more suitable for our applications’ 
requirements. Ideal for tech team at gov because Elastic Beanstalk 
creates pre-configured machines - allows them to have a standardised 
setup across multiple machines moving forward. They also note that 
we could explore Redis or other caching services that AWS offers 
since they want the application to be scaleable and setup for high 
availability. 
 
Our team suggested as a fallback option to rely on AWS EC2 service 
and setup the environment ourselves if Elastic Beanstalk is deemed to 
be unsuitable.  
 
Reason for aws = more control, more monitoring, policy required that 
all data hosted must be in located in Singapore. 
 
Things to read up on: 
EC2, RDS, Elastic Beanstalk and AWS caching services 
 
Code review 

• We can use freeware tool to check. 
• Do source code review first! 
• Sponsor will send us suitable tools to use for internal code 

review. 
• Sponsor suggested this https://geekflare.com/nodejs-security-

scanner/ for basis code review. 

https://geekflare.com/nodejs-security-scanner/
https://geekflare.com/nodejs-security-scanner/


 
Security 
JWT + HTTPS (no clear text) 
PT and VT is the most pressing 
Integrated service bus - tokenisation handled by it (managed by third 
party vendors - unlikely to get access for integrating our applications) 
Proper SSL - Must generate cert for AWS (sponsor) 
 
Relook access token permissions on custom integration 
 
Dashboard 
Found out that for Govtech users, they be tagged under 2 agencies. 
GovTech, PSD. 
GovTech, MOE. 
They contribute to both statistic 
 

 
Sponsor and team agree to separate database for dashboard and 

bots because we don’t want to have a bottleneck in database but we 

will be combining bot’s database. 

 
Sponsor suggested function export to csv files.  
 
Currently Sheryl is exploring booking system, MsSQL and Sharepoint. 
They want to introduce booking on the internet 
 

 
Self note: MCI Key reply created govsg bot. 
 

To-do-list Things to read up on: 
EC2, RDS, Elastic Beanstalk and AWS caching services 
 
- Check Graph API request rate limits (affects Crunchy database sync 
operation) 
 
- Check with supervisor to get AWS credits for development. AWS 
environment up to us, there is currently no best 
practice/requirement/policies from the government 
 
- Can consider creating script to automatically create posts and users  

 
- Liaise with Sheryl helped to set up a meeting with GovTech, who are 
in the midst of creating a resource booking system which is partly 
available on the internet (to find out more during meeting) - potentially 
integrate their services with FaBot. 
 

 

 

The meeting was adjourned at 1730. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there 

are no amendments in the next day.  
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